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the following information @® Erom various sources, parity the radio. and a) 
‘phone-patch communications ‘between the MSP Flight Operations Office. "Eagle" | 
Line and the flight crew. — , 

Tine (CST )* 

' 4658 

Preliminary information received from MSP Planning OFF ice (SEP): 
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Flight OFF PDX. High-jacxer (HJ). apparently made his demands - 
known shortly after this time, . . 

Bp
, 

\ 
HJ demanding $200,000 (de vominat ion not restricted), 2 
chest~pack parachutes, 2 2.ack-pack parachutes, All to 
be available and ready at airplane parking site before 
landing wilt be permitted at SEA. 7 ‘ 

Apparently has a bomb in briefcase. Passenger apparently ‘ 
boarded at PDX, ‘ 

  

Crew advised they would hold over Lofall intersection until 
éll material available. No info yet on destination HJ desired | 
after SEA T.0Q. HJ had said there was to be no "funny stuff" 
at any time or he would detonate the bomb. Sneciffied chat 
only the fuel truck, aixr-stair truck, and automobile with 
the money and Tohutes apnreach the airple ane. Tab gixrolene ke 

parked in an "isolated"! position, |! Gave a deadline of 19060 
CST for all demands to be met. HJ remained in tourist cabin 
Wwith-one stewardess sitting next to him and aware of what . 
éppeared to be a bomb (dyiramite sticks, wire, battery). Fas~ 
sengers not advised that .igh-jacking in progress, but that 
reason for the holding was: "minor mechanical problem", 

Crew described passenger as white, 6' 1", black hair, 175#, 
, approximately 50, black suit, black rain coat, black brief 

case. (411 information between cockpit and’ uJ being relayed 
-by “captive" stewardess[___] by cabin/cock pit: interphone. ) bé 

b7C 

HJ specified that no vehicles with beacons or.flashing red 
‘Lights or any other were to approach airplane. MSPFO agreed 
that captain was in full command and all his requests and 
wiskes would be honored. Crew taking pains Likewise to gain 
HJ's confidence by giving him full information anc coopera- 
tion. 

HJ also specified that, after SEA landing and parking: 

~ Fueling to start as soon as engines shut Gone 
- Stewardess[_____—J would leave ai xplane (and only her) b6 

and pick up money, then‘return for ‘chutes. He must’ * - BIC 
see knapsack with money before any other steps taken. 

- Passengers will be allowed off after money and ‘chutes 
are in his possession and fueling u under way . DB Coopér-27712 
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- Airplane 2@ SEA akeod crew and HJ gr that ‘money and 

ow 

‘chutes were @vailable and in position. 

Crew requested car park at 10 to 11 o'clock posi tion to aire 
plane so they could see it properly. 

* » Ro. 

Notes indicate HI- indicated at one time that, airplane .was open. 
to “any number of vehicles as long as no ' funny stuff! pulledy * 

Direct conmunications between crew and MSPFO maintained at - to 

all ‘times. Coordination Lketween Tower, vehicles, end-air- ™ 

plane on ground at SEA wére on Ground Control frequency 121.7. 

First fuel truck apparently ran out of fuel. Crew requested 
second truck, with third one to he standing by. Considerable 
delay -in getting full load of fuel and HJ was getting “nervous”, 
saying that you must “get the show on the road", 

hJ specified that he wanted to go to Mexico City non-stop, 
that the aircraft conficuretion must be ‘gear DOUN, flaps at 
15°, that the aft entry door must be open at all times, and 
that the aft stairs be extended after take-off, Later speci~ 
fied that stairs must be fully extended before take-off. 
MSPFO advised crew (1) that non-stop SEA-HEX impossible with 
eear OWN, flaps 15°, (2) that take~off with air-stairs full 

- down impossible due to inability to rotate airplane, When 
HJ advised of this he asked that air-stairs be partisily ex~ 
tended prior to take-off.' MSPFO advised this also impossible 
since stairs could not be held in any intermediate position. 

HJ had previously stated that no landing within continental 
U.S. would be permitted "for fuel or anything else", When 
advised of range limitation in his specified configuration, 
he agreed to something short of the border. Asked about -PHX, 
Advised by MSPFO that this might be within renge but thet 
RHO would be better as far as range was concerned, Agreed 
to this without much, if any, objection. 

- Aixvplane OFF at SEA, 

14 DME S SEA VOR at 7000', Gear DOWN, flaps extending to 
30°, ° ‘ ° 

Stewardess[ allowed , to go to cockpit, be 
b7C 

lid advised (by inter-phone) that he was having aifficalty get 
ting steps down, 

* 

Aft air-stair warning Light-ON (stairs arparently now partialdy 
extended.) Crew had been furnished Boeing procedure for exten- 
ding stairs in flight. Airplane now 19 DME S SEA VOR on V23 3 
with gear DOWN, flaps at 30°, and at APPROACH -speed, 
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NUA Chief Pe@rmnce Engineer‘ had been Lled to field to - 

help calculate range, etc. Boeing Company had been contacted 
for assistance in range problem, flight characteristics with 
air-stairs extended, whether opening (stairs extend about 20° 
in flight, possibly more with man's veight on them) would bg 
large enough for a man to exit. Boeing assured us there would 
be no controllability problem, that they would get experts work-+ 
ing on range problem also, that they had dropped 2-300% boxes’ ., 
out air~sCair opening in flight and that man could probably —= > 
get -out, - ‘ 74 

, WA Communications people also had arrived at field to assist 
in required ‘phone-patcling, ‘other communications problems. 

  

Mr. Nyrop,| | four supervisory pilots, 6 
1. performance engineer, many others -on the scene (MSPFO) for 
assistance, — 

  

Plight at 7000', LOOKIAS, fuel flow (FF) 45004 tlengine, flaps 
30° gear DOFN, MEPFO advised they would have even more severely 
limited range in the flaps 30° position. Crew givan prelimin- 
axy information on optimum range TAS (170%), weather, air- 

ports available betveen SEA and RNO, minimum obstruction 
clearance altitudes, etc, 

MSPFO asked for stewardess best recollection of exact content 

of HJ brieféase. She got ‘on radio and save following basic 
information: me - 

~ Eight red sticks, about 6" x 1" in left corner of brief 
.case, “look like big firecrackers." Two rows of sticks, 
four on top of four. 

~ Wire attached to dynamite with red insulation, 
~ Battery “like flashlight battery, but about 6" high and 

as big around as my arm", 
~ Red sticks are about the color "of my uniform", 

Crew called lJ and asked him if everything was O.K. and he 
replied chat it was. This was appatently the iast communi-~ 
cation the crew had with the 1.J. 

Crew veported oscillation of cabin rate of climb indicator. 
This proheably due to KJ veight now on stairs, stairs extending 
further, resultant effect on cabin pressure. May be best 
estimate o£ when he exited-“airplane. 

MSPFO advised crew thet range “to RNO now looked good (air- 
plane now at 10,000', 170K, gear DOMN, flsps 15°, IPE 4000:/ 

‘hour/engine, TAT ~7°C, MSPFO calculated TAS and range from 
this data. 

a 
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Cabin lights © in forward cabin, OFF in@@ft cabin. Curtain 
between first class and tourist section was closed; crew 
could not see whether HJ was still aboard, 

Lost communications on NlA communications frequency (131.9); de 
'nhone-patch with SEA’ ARINC established, Flight now 23 DME °°: - 
S PDX at 10,000', 40,0008: fuel‘ aboard, 165KIAS, FF and con- 
f:.guration remained the same. Crew had previously been ad- 
vised to switch to ARINC on 131.8 when NVA conmunications 
lost. MSPFO and MSPFD communicated with flight and SEA 
ARINC thereafter on this 'phone-patch arrangement. SEADD 
had been monitoring all ‘communications with flight and assis- 
ting in all other matters. 
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  J}had also been very actively participating throughout bic 
the high~ jacking. He had taken money and ‘chutes to air- 
plane at SEA, coordinated with crew, fuel trucks, ete. 

later called WAL at RNO and briefed then on all 6 
of the HJ's demands, procedures to be followed at RNO, etc, Bie 

Flight over EUG VOR, 10,000', I70KIAS, fuel aboard 33,500#, 
FF and configuration remained the same, Advised thet they 
had had no communications with the HJ for "about the last 
55 minutes" despite severgl attempts on cockpit-to~cabin 
inter-phone and PA system. Crew was assurred that fuel 
was more than adequate to get to RNO, that RNO weather was 
good,. etc. SEADD had alsc been actively following, and 
participating in these events. 

Over MFR, 10,000', TAT -5*, 170KIAS, fuel aboard 27,5008, | 
FF and configuration the same. Some airframe icing being 

_experienced. Engine anti-icing ON for appreciable length 
of time, wing AI on “intermittently!', .Crew seemed slightly 
concerned about this, but were assured that -it was no 

problem, 
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asked that we sug- 7c 
  

    
gest that flight crew slowly Lower cabin temperature as much 
as practicable (to slow HJ's reflexes). 

MSPFO suggested a slow climb to 11,000' at Cantain's dis- 
ctetion, to induce as much hypoxia in liJ as possible (flight 
had previously been suggested.to consider climb to as high 
as practicable--but that they would, probably be performance lin- 
ited to not much above 17,000'--but not above 12,500'. Latter 
upper limit to prevent a cabin oxygen mask drop from excit~ 
ing HJ. 11,000' also needed for adequate terrain-clearance 
RBL=RNO. + . 
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When fLight was in. RBL area, direct conn Ph cat tons between: 

MSPFO and the flipghe were interrupted. UAL 4331 and WAL 
328 relayed nessages to and from the flight for us. a, 

Flight now at 11,000', TAT -1°, all other factor essentially J Oe 

the same. _. . So 

58 DME N RBL VOR, 11,000', fuel aboard 22,0003. Only evidence « ° 

from cabin was aft entry door and air-stair warnings lights ; 
still ON. . . " *, ‘2 -s 

Flight switched to SFO ARINC on 130.6. MSPFO put on ‘phone ~ a 
petch this frequency at same time. 

Fuel aboard 17,300¢, - SS , 

Descent from 11,000 EO 9,G00! started, 

Flight advised they were holding at RNO OM until they had 
everything "in order", . 

Flight 1 mile out on finsl approach, (At this time, we-- 
HSPFO--were on telephone conference call. Other parties 
apparently on the same Line were RNO Tower, FAA SEA PAA 
Vashington, FRI washington. . Not known. vhether anyone else 

wight have also peén tuned inte} ‘ 

Tower “talked us through" his touchdowm, subsequent taxi-~ 
ing. Door did not appear to go to full down posi tion 
until relatively low speed on roll-out. Fleps appeared 
to be “UP", Parked at NE (7?) corner of terminal FAAP » 

Tower reported crew had exited airplane; with FBI at this 

After parking, crew had advised on SFO ARI NC that one of 
then had gone back in cabin avd found no sign of HJ. They 
hed d ayparently last tried to contact him via interphone/PA 
at about 0046CSf with no response. At Chat. time they were 
going to advise him that the air-stair would have to be 
retracted for landing or that damage during landing roll-out 
would probably prevent subsequent take-off, 

Two "little" ‘chutes gone,“one "big't one cut up, arpar- 
ently to tie the money with shroud Lines to lid. One “big’! 
‘chute apparently still on thé airplane. 

*. 

Guard requested around. airplane, FBI apparently searching 
airplane, 

DB Gooper-27716 | 

Was advised (all on conference call) at this time that 
matter was now understhe jurisdiction of FBI in Washington.   
 


